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SUMMARY 

 

ANGGIN INDIRA SYAMSI. Analysis of  Brand Community Membership 

Impact Towards Brand Loyalty (Study Case : Komunitas Bango Mania). 
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Many programs have been developed and implemented to enhance loyality 

consumers. Most programs executed functional customer and give an advantage 

through the economy as through discount, vouchers, or a promotion. However, 

program executed to increase the loyality it is important but not enough to 

increase consumer loyality simultaneously (Gustafsson et al. 2005).  

Increase in the spread of information and communication technology, 

through the internet and mobile tools bring up opportunities and the threat in  

maintaining relationship with consumers. Behind the activities of communities 

that born naturally who seems only n ordinary  member of the community, 

gathered together , and communicate through the social networks surely they not 

only have power to purchase but also having power to influence (Pambudi , 2008) 

The purpose of this study are: 1) analyzes the factors that influence the 

formation of a brand community kecap Bango 2) Analyzing factors that influence 

of brand loyalty on the kecap Bango product 3) analyse the influence of the 

formation brand community on brand loyalty, 4) analyyse the managerial 

implications of developing brand community against the increasing of brand 

loyalty. Total respondents in this study is 235 respondents. In this study, 

developed a model with 37 indicators (30 exogenous indicators, endogenous 

indicators 7). 

 Data analyzed using Partial Least Square with SmartPLS program. The 

conclusion of this study are variable Legitimacy, Celebrating the history of the 

brand, Sharing Brand Stories, Integrating and retaining members, and Assiting in 

the use of the brandhas significant effects on the formation of brand community. 

But variable oppotional brand loyalty do not affect significantly the formation of 

brand community. On the other hand, the establishment of the brand community  

have a significant influence of brand loyalty.  
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